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Gendered citizenship involves an assessment of the 

binaries of the private-public and questions the way 

public is associated with material and private with 

cultural. It is concerned with the gendered access to 

infrastructure, housing and livelihoods. This paper 

examines how the citizenship rights of women in 

India are framed within the social structures of caste, 

class and ethnicity.  

In addition, it discusses to what extent an Indian 

woman’s formal rights give her substantive rights as  

a citizen. It also shows how the Indian women’s 

movement has theorised the changing nature of 

citizenship rights in time and context.

Citizenship is a complex concept. At its core citizenship re
fers to the relationship between the “citizens” and the 
state within the context of rights and obligations and is 

based on the principles of “inclusion” and “exclusion” of mem
bers. The definition conceptualised by Kymlicka and Norman 
(1994: 369) incorporates both these positions: 

Citizenship is not just a certain status, defined by a set of rights and 
r esponsibilities, but also as an identity. It is thus an expression of one’s 
membership in a political community. It has become clear, h owever, 
that many groups, such as blacks, women, aboriginal p eoples, ethnic 
and religious minorities, gays and lesbians, all feel excluded from the 
‘common culture’ despite possessing the common rights of citizenship.

Indian political theorists like Jayal (1999) and Bhargava (2005) 
have engaged critically with theorisation of citizenship rights. 
Specifically Bhargava differentiates citizenship into active and 
passive categories. The passive citizen is a recipient of certain 
benefits from the state, which include the right to protection, 
a ccess to basic n ecessities and liberties. A passive citizen hardly 
plays a role in the public sphere and she has a private space pro
tected by the state and granted to her as a citizen. The active 
c itizen on the other hand engages with the state and the ruling 
elite to negotiate for her rights. Active citizens not only receive 
certain rights from the state, but actively participate in deciding 
how benefits and burdens, rights and obligations are to be dis
tributed, how collective benefits and burdens are to be shared. 
Active citizens are crucial for a vibrant public sphere. Bhargava 
says that though in principle citizenship entitlements are avail
able to e veryone, they are unequally distributed. One’s location 
within the social structures based on class, caste, gender, ethni
city, r egion, language limits the possibility of engaging actively 
in the public sphere and for accessing one’s rights. Citizens, thus, 
experience “differentiated” citizenship rights. 

To Jayal, the idea of differentiated citizenship implies dis
enfranchisement of large sections of citizens. According to her, 
citizenship rights are undermined in two ways. One, the absence 
of a proactive state that could ensure the enforcement of consti
tutionally guaranteed rights of citizenship, and two, the absence 
of those social conditions that would enable one to exercise 
c itizenship effectively. The presence of sharp economic dis
parities and inherited social i nequalities such as class, caste, 
g ender, ethnicity and language are major factors that restrict the 
full enjoyment of citizenship rights.

1 Contested and negotiated

Women’s oppression is exemplified in the way women experience 
citizenship rights. Feminist analysis draws an attention to the 
fact that, on the one hand, the state might grant citizenship rights 
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to women and on the other, it is the nature of the society, that 
would ultimately determine the extent to which citizenship rights 
can, in fact, be exercised. Poverty, discrimination and social  exclu
sion all can undermine the benefits of citizenship (Faulks 2000). 

Gendering of citizenship lies in the creation of publicprivate 
divide, wherein male domination and female subordination are 
structured by the strict separation of hierarchical spheres with 
male belonging to the public and female to the private (Turbin 
2003). Through rearticulating this established publicprivate 
d ivide within society, one can challenge women’s exclusion at the 
level of both theory and praxis. We thereby disrupt the “gendered 
meaning” given to what is a socially and politically constructed 
dichotomy. This binary is fluid rather than in practice as each 
side impacts the other. Within nation states, social divisions such 
as class, race, disability and sexuality (and caste) intersect with 
gender either to aggravate or to modify its impact on women’s 
citizenship status and the potential to realise it (Lister 1997b). 

The idea of citizenship has its origins in ancient Greece (Roy 
2005). The development of the concept can be attributed to four 
broad historical periods: (1) classical GraceoRoman (fifth cen
tury BC onwards); (2) late medieval and early modern periods 
i ncluding French and American revolutions; (3) developments in 
the 19th century corresponding to the growing influence of liber
alism and capitalism; and (4) the contests over the form and sub
stance of citizenship in the late 20th century with increasing pre
occupation with multiculturalism and community rights. The 
notion of natural rights drew an inspiration from the universalis
tic tradition of Roman natural law. 

Roy (2005) argues that within the citizenship discourse two ma
jor traditions are seen to have developed. The first refers to the 
tradition of civic republicanism characterised by the ideas of com
mon good, public spirit, political participation and civic v irtue. Re
publicanism constructs citizenship as a status and as a means of 
active involvement and participation in the deter mination, prac
tice and promotion of the common good (Sandel 1982, cited in 
Anthias and YuvalDavis 1992). The emphasis was on participation 
in civic life. According to the critiques of r epublicanism, what mat
ters is how the ”community” is constructed and constituted and 
who are its active participants. Faulks (2000) drawing on Pettit 
(1997) agrees that republicanism by itself c annot generate a con
vincing theory of citizenship because it has a rather abstract ap
proach to politics. Further, republicanism is also more willing to 
demand duties and obligations from the citizen.

The second refers to the tradition of liberal citizenship, which 
emphasises individual rights and private interests. Within this 
liberal perspective, the legal rights granted by the nation state 
to its citizens are emphasised. In the liberal tradition individual 
citizens are presumed to have equal status, equal rights and 
d uties, so that the principles of inequality deriving from gender, 
ethnic, class/caste or the other contexts are not supposed to be of 
relevance to the status of ”citizenship” (Roche 1987). C itizenship 
refers to the terms and conditions and benefits of the membership 
of a political community consisting of i ndividual citizens. 

Thinkers from the liberal traditions have thus advanced 
n ormative theories explaining what the citizen can expect in the 
way of rights and duties, without considering in depth the 

c onstraints that class, gender and ethnic differences (amongst 
many other social divisions) place upon individual citizens. 
K ymlicka and Norman (1994) argue that the predominant view 
of citizenship implicit in political theory is defined almost e ntirely 
in terms of possession of rights. 

T H Marshall’s Citizenship and Social Class (1950) is the most 
influential exposition of citizenshipasrights. According to Mar
shall, citizenship is essentially a matter of ensuring that everyone 
is treated as a full and equal member of society and the way to 
ensure this sense of membership is through, according people, an 
increasing number of rights. 

Adding to the above analysis, Lister (1997b:2829) states that 
Marshall in his definition constructs citizenship as a “status be
stowed on those who are full members of a community which in
cludes civil, political and social rights and obligations. All who 
possess the status are equal with respect to the rights and duties 
with which the status is endowed”. In this definition being a 
member of a “community” is very important. YuvalDavis (1997b) 
in her analysis of Marshall raises two pertinent issues. First, link
ing citizenship rights to membership in a community rather than 
to the state enables one to analytically discuss citizenship as a 
multitier construct, which applies to people’s membership in a 
variety of collectivities – local, ethnic, national and transna
tional. Second, such a multitier construction of citizenship is 
particularly important these days, when neoliberal states r edefine 
and reprivatise their tasks and obligations. 

Kymlicka and Norman (1994) feel that the underlying liberal 
notion of citizenship is a passive citizen with emphasis on entitle
ments rather than the obligation to participate in public life. They 
demand a revision of the current definition of citizenship to 
a ccommodate the increasing social and cultural pluralism of 
modern societies. Faulks (2000) points out that since all citizen
ship rights involve the distribution of resources, and because 
o bligations are exercised within a societal context, any discus
sion of citizenship is also a consideration of power. Thus, in their 
obsession with defending abstract individual rights, liberals have 
often overlooked the power structures that can either facilitate or 
constrain citizens in their exercise of their responsibilities. When 
the liberals portray citizenship as part of an evolutionary process 
towards a more rational, just and wellgoverned society, they 
i gnore changes in meaning and the interests that are served by 
such shifts in its meaning. Republicanist scholars a rgue that the 
liberal notion of citizenship is cast within an amoral community 
in which the notion of the common good is antecedent to the 
i ndividual citizenship choice. 

Marxists, feminists and cultural pluralists point out that in 
both liberal and republicans’ conceptualisation of citizenship, the 
notion of community is not problematised adequately to address 
the issues of power and inequality. 

Marxist criticisms of citizenship have focused on the failure to 
address the capitalist structure. For the Marxists, the civil and 
political rights sanctioned by the state are superficial trappings of 
equality. The dominant classes retain their privileges, and the 
working class remains subjugated (McLellan 1977, cited in Roy 
2005). Modern citizenship, according to Marxist c ritique, does 
not breed citizens, but rather, “self alienated, n atural and s piritual 
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individuality”, men and women who occasionally imagine them
selves as citizens, but whose everyday a ctions are governed by 
the imperatives of the market. 

Cultural pluralists focus on the issue of “difference”. Citizenship 
to them is a matter of identity, where members of groups feel ex
cluded not only because of their socioeconomic status, but also 
because of their sociocultural identity – their difference. The at
tempt to create a universal conception of citizenship, which tran
scends group differences, is unjust, because it oppresses historically 
excluded groups. Therefore, there is a need to develop a theory of 
“differentiated citizenship”. This analysis is based on two assump
tions. The first relates to culturally excluded groups, who are at a 
disadvantage in the political process. The solution to their exclusion 
lies in at least providing institutionalised means for recognition 
and representation of oppressed groups. Second, these excluded 
groups often have distinctive needs, which can only be met through 
groupdifferentiated policies. The policies suggested by Young 
(1993) include special representation rights for disadvantaged 
groups, selfgovernment rights for n ational minorities and multi
cultural rights for immigrant and religious groups. Critics of the 
differentiated citizenship worry that if groups are encouraged by 
the terms of citizenship to turn inward, then the hope of building a 
larger fraternity will not m aterialise (Kymlicka and Norman 1994).

Feminists have argued that the expansion of citizenship to women 
and the provision of conditions in which women could act as citizens 
have come as a result of a long struggle by women. Feminist critique 
is based on the assumption that the notion of citizenship is increas
ingly subject to social and legal differentiation, producing new forms 
of gradational or hierarchical citizenship. While citizenship appears 
to be an inclusive, universalistic concept, in reality all state citizen
ships are not equivalent nor are all state citizenships allocated in 
equivalent ways (Stasiulis and Bakan 2003). Feminist critique of citi
zenship hinge on two issues; one, the need to challenge the notion of 
community, and two, the need to break the binaries of private and 
public which have structured the theorisation of citizenship rights. 

On the first point, Ito’s (2005) argument is crucial. She suggests 
that citizenship studies of women, sexual minorities, disabled or 
ethnic minorities have made it clear that even within a community 
of “full members”, as defined by Marshall, there are social and le
gal differentiations that make citizenship gradational or hierarchi
cal. Feminists thus argue that the dominant conception of citizen
ship is gender blind. By focusing on uniform and equal applica
tion, it fails to take cognisance of the fact that modern societies 
are steeped in patriarchal traditions, which make for differential 
male domination and privileges. This analysis highlights the fact 
that citizenship operates on the principles of inclusions and exclu
sions of citizens. Specifically for women, the membership of a 
community – even on the basis of the idealised and rarely realised 
liberal notions of citizenship rooted in individual rights – does not 
guarantee rights (Mukhopadhyay 2007: 33).

Further, feminists have argued that citizenship operates on  
the binary principles of publicprivate, productivereproductive, 
e conomiccultural, whereby it relegates women to the reproduc
tiveprivatecultural sphere. Most of the historical conceptualisa
tions of citizenship have thrived on the division between members 
and nonmembers. The discursive practices surrounding the notion 

of citizenship have produced dichotomies, where the space of 
c itizenship became increasingly identified with male and public ac
tivities. Thus Mahajan (2003) and Roy (2005) argue that, while 
the public/private distinction was essential for the assertion of the 
liberal notion of citizen as an autonomous individual, it also has led 
to the identification of the private with the domestic. Such a concep
tion has played an important role in the exclusion and subordina
tion of women. In particular, Mahajan (2003) argues that identifica
tion of women’s interests with the private is used as a major mecha
nism of women’s historical subordination. As private and public are 
governed by patriarchal principles, demystifying and challenging 
the distinction is the first step towards women’s liberation. 

The binary of the publicprivate, argues YuvalDavis (1997a), cit
ing the theorisations of Pateman (1988) and Grant (1991), are his
torically created. Pateman (1988) has earlier stated that the classi
cal theories of citizenship divide the sphere of civil society into pri
vate and public and that this has laid the foundation for common 
sense understanding of western social and political o rder. Women 
and the family are located in the private domain, which is then not 
seen as politically relevant. These sets of ideas have, in turn, got 
reflected in theorisations of citizenship down the line. Grant (1991) 
adds to this analysis by arguing that the foundation theories of 
both Hobbes and Rousseau portray the transition from the imag
ined state of nature into orderly societies exclusively in terms of 
what they both assume to be natural male characteristics – the ag
gressive nature of men (in Hobbes) and the capacity for reason in 
men (in Rousseau). Women are not part of this process, and are 
therefore, excluded from the social and remain close to “nature”. 
Later citizenship theories a ccepted these assumptions. 

Roy (2005), continuing this argument, states that as citizen
ship has been for long exclusively viewed as the domain of men 
(of property), women’s identities and lives have either been ex
cluded from or subsumed within a purview of state citizen rela
tions. Their concerns have been examined instead primarily in 
relation to cultural institutions in the realms of family and com
munity. Not only does this overlook the impact on women of 
p olitical institutions of law and citizenship, it also fails to acknow
ledge how closely these institutions are regulated by state mech
anisms. Thus the gendering of citizenship draws an attention to 
the way the state constructs “women” – primarily in their differ
ence from men by formulating laws and policies specific to them 
and also by differentiating between them. 

Feminists question their membership in the community and 
their group rights and social difference. Further, the ways the 
b inaries of public/private and active/passive have been constructed 
has led to the differentiation between different kinds of citizen
ships (Pateman 1988; YuvalDavis 1997a,1997b; Lister 1997a, 
1997b;, Mahajan 2003, Stasiulis and Bakan 2003; Ito 2005; 
Roy   2005). We should not restrict our analysis to women’s rela
tionship with men, but also to their affiliation to local, regional, 
dominant or subordinate groups, their ethnicity, their material 
c ontext, access to infrastructure, and their place within household. 

In order to assess the gendered understanding of citizenship, 

it is necessary to move beyond an earlier liberal and political science 
understanding of the formal relation between the individual and the 
state. Citizenship should be seen to be a more total relationship i nflected 
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by identity, social positioning, cultural assumptions, institutional prac
tices and a sense of belonging (YuvalDavis and Werbnerr 1999:4, cited 
in Sunder Rajan 2003:2). 

Such a broadbased understanding of citizenship includes l egal 
status but should not be seen to be reducible to it alone. It exists 
on a wide “spectrum” involving a pool of rights that are variously 
offered, denied or challenged as well as a set of obligations that 
are unequally demanded. Therefore, the terms and conditions of 
citizenship rights and responsibilities are the products of active 
and ongoing negotiation (Stasiulis and Bakan 2003). If we accept 
this reasoning, i e, gendered citizenship is a product of n egotiation 
and contestation with the state, a question arises is who nego tiates 
for whom and what are the strategies adopted for n egotiation.

Gendered citizenship incorporates three aspects of understand
ing of rights for women. First, it involves an assessment of the 
b inaries of privatepublic. Is “public” only material? Is “p rivate” only 
cultural? Gendered citizenship questions the way public is associ
ated with material and private with cultural. It argues that the pri
vate, which includes family, involves distribution of r esources and is 
as much a material part defining the public as is cultural. Gendered 
citizenship is concerned with the gendered a ccess to infrastructure, 
housing and livelihoods. Second, the citizenship rights of women 
are framed within the social s tructures of caste, class and ethnicity. 
These make women experience rights differently. Third, gendered 
citizenship involves the conceptualisation of this differentiation 
through the theorisation of multiple patriarchies. As feminists have 
argued, there is no one “patriarchy”. There are “multiple patriar
chies” based on the structures of caste, class and ethnicity. Further, 
in a country like India, where uneven distribution of poverty and 
resources is r elated to regional unevenness, citizenship rights has a 
spatial dimension and are differentially experienced. Additionally 
in I ndia, the political citizenship is understood as having a right to 
vote. Does that make woman a citizen? To what extent does her 
formal rights give her substantive rights as citizen? Also though 
women have found space in formal politics, to which class and caste 
do they belong to? These are some of the questions that have to be 
addressed within the discussion of gendered c itizenship. 

An analysis of gendered citizenship allows for a conceptualisa
tion of multiple patriarchies. The Indian women’s movement has 
theorised the changing nature of citizenship rights in time and 
context. It is also aware of the existence of multiple patriarchies 
that structure it. 

2 women’s  demand for Citizenship rights 

The Indian women’s movement was a struggle for gendered 
c itizenship rights, over the last hundred years. These rights were 
first expressed in the early 20th century notions of gendered 
c itizenship evolved in this period through the political campaigns 
of the Indian women’s movement. 

Sen (2004:459) states that “it is the recognition of gender as an 
‘issue’ that is the basis of India’s women’s movement”. Feminist 
scholars and activists have analysed and theorised on the relation
ship between political participation of women and the growth of 
feminist movement in India to assess how gendered citizenship has 
been articulated (Agarwal 1989, 1994, 1999; Basu 1995; Carr et al, 
1996; Gandhi and Shah 1992, 1999; Jain 1980, John 2005; Kumar 

1993, 1999; Omvedt 1979, 1993; Patel 1985; Ray 2000, Katzenstein 
and Ray 2005; Sen 1990, 2004; Sen 2002; Akerkar 1995 and Wier
inga 1995). All these studies suggest that the period of the 1970s 
was a “watershed” in the growth of the Indian women’s movement. 

Sen (2004: 464) argues that the women’s question dominated 
the public discourse on “modernity” for over a century. In the 
early 20th century two important discourses were articulated 
which have a significance for the argument of gendered citizen
ship. These were the discourses of women in the social reform 
movement and in the nationalist movement.

The preoccupation with women’s question began from the 19th 
century. The social reform movement informed the construction of 
anticolonial nationalism. Kumar (1993) and Sen (2004) suggest 
that in this phase there was an emphasis on women’s question 
rather than on gendered relations. Specifically, Kumar (1993) notes 
that the early 19th century movements stressed the need for reform 
and did not challenge the areas of male control and oppression. 

Rights were articulated in the social reform phase at two lev
els. At the first level, it focused on the atrocities practised on 
women, such as sati (burning alive a widow on the funeral pyre 
of her husband), female infanticide, child marriage, enforced 
celibacy and ascetic widowhood. The provocation for interven
tion came from the criticism of the colonial authorities and mis
sionaries about the low position of Indian women in contempo
rary society. The reformers saw women’s education as a way to 
ameliorate their status, but this was to adapt women of the rising 
middle class to a western milieu (Kumar 1993). The exception to 
this was the initiative taken by Jyotiba Phule in Poona to open up 
schools for girls and then for dalits. 

Though education as a radical right was articulated for women, 
it lacked a gendered perspective. Education was needed for a 
woman to fulfil her role as a wife in the household and to help her 
in her role as a mother in forming child’s consciousness. Kumar 
(1993) states that even a radical reformer like Jyotiba Phule could 
not go beyond this vision. Despite these limitations women were 
the major agendas of the reform movement. These campaigns 
r edefined the spheres of the publicprivate, the world and the home 
and male and female. However, in this movement only a small 
group of elite women (under the aegis of male reformers) became 
crucial beneficiaries of colonial modernity and were able to 
n egotiate patriarchal (and class) spaces to a ccess education, em
ployment and political roles. The recasting of p atriarchy was in the 
model of upper caste norms. Hence, these ideas led to the forma
tion of new forms of patriarchies. 

In the pre1970s, the nationalist movement helped in arti culating 
political rights (Sen 2004; Kumar 1993). Women’s i nvolvement in 
political activity led to the formation of women’s political associa
tions. These associations performed a dual role. On the one hand, 
it helped women access education and provided political training; 
on the other, it allowed for the launching of three kinds of women’s 
organisations. The first were nationalist organisations such as 
Bharat StreeMahamandal in 1908, Women’s Indian Association in 
1917 and the National Council of Indian Women in 1925. Secondly, 
established political parties began to organise women’s wings and 
involve women in politics. Examples of these are All India Women’s 
Conference in 1926, affiliated to Indian National Congress and 
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N ational Federation of Indian Women (NFIW), a women’s wing of 
Communist Party of India (CPI) established in 1954. A third form 
was voluntary associations based on Gandhian ideas of welfare 
and service such as the Jyoti Sangh formed in 1934. These three 
kinds of organisations provide three different models of women’s 
involvement in p ublic sphere. 

Women’s participation in nationalist movement allowed for their 
extensive visibility as political actors. However, this visibility was 
limited to women from the middle and upper classes and castes. 
Mahatma Gandhi played an important role by legiti matising and 
valorising the “feminine” values within the political campaigns. 

Mahatma Gandhi extended the logic of ‘feminine’ modes of to the 
whole of nationalist movement. It is argued credibly that he feminised 
nationalist politics through his emphasis on satyagraha and passive 
resistance and thus created a special space for women. He drew in 
numbers of women – in the mass – as never before (Sen 2004: 476).

In this phase the focus was on women rather than on gender 
relations and thus the movement was feminine rather than femi
nist. Political participation in the nationalist struggles gave women 
a separate status, but did not give a perspective on w omen’s ques
tion. The approach of the movement was oriented towards charity 
and social welfare. Despite these criticisms, n ationalist movement 
was crucial for women’s visibility as political actors. With the con
stitution of the new Indian republic, women were assured of fun
damental rights for equality and universal adult franchise as citi
zens. Thus suffrage and other forms of political representation 
and participation were easily won for women in India in the course 
of the struggle for freedom. 

3 scenario in the Late 1960s and early 1970s

During the 1960s and 1970s, the women’s movement actively nego
tiated for women’s rights. This period saw the articulation of the 
way in which the structural inequalities operate in the society. The 
structural inequalities operate in four ways. First, the programmes 
and policies of the state do not seem to displace the persistence of 
structural inequalities of caste, class and gender within society. For 
example, poverty is a manifestation of structural inequality related 
to access and control of resources. The programmes of poverty alle
viation based on ameliorative principles cannot displace these struc
tures of inequality. Second, the social structures of class, caste and 
gender that lead to structural inequality are themselves unequally 
structured within each other. For example, poor dalit women would 
experience citizenship rights differently as compared to dalit middle 
class women though both share same caste and gender. Third, these 
inequalities are also reflected within the institutions such as the 
state that grants rights and in political parties that represent c itizens. 
It raises the question whether state or political parties genuinely 
represent the interests of women. Lastly, the groups that organise 
the marginalised to demand for their rights are also structured 
within patriarchal principles. This makes them insensitive to the 
questions of the marginalised within the group itself. The sensitivity 
towards the recognition of these structural inequalities b ecomes 
i mportant in negotiating for gendered citizenship. 

The period of the 1960s and 1970s was thus witness to radical 
changes within the Indian women’s movement, when it was able 
to theorise and raise issues of structural inequalities. The change 

was the result of two events; the publication of Towards Equality 
Report in 1974 and the growth of a large number of mass move
ments in the early 1970s. 

The government of India appointed a committee to deliberate 
on the status of women in India. This was a part of the project to 
celebrate the international decade for women. The committee’s 
report called Towards Equality highlighted the poor social, eco
nomic and political condition of Indian women. It noted that gen
der disparities have increased in health, employment, education 
and political participation. The report exposed a systematic gen
der gap in how the benefits and burdens of development were 
being distributed (Sen 2002).

The late 1960s and early 1970s also witnessed people’s mass move
ments where there was a conscious attempt to articulate gender con
cerns and raise issues such as sexual division of l abour, violence 
against women, equal wages for women and land rights for women. 
There was a gradual theorisation of gender concerns within various 
mass movements, where women participated in large numbers. In 
and through these struggles, women attempted to create a “space” for 
themselves, even though men were present as participants and as 
leaders in the movement. Also women pressurised the leadership to 
create separate w omen’s cells to address distinctive gender concerns 
in these mass movements thereby pressing for women to control and 
d efine the issues concerning their lives. Why did these movements 
emerge at that time? The context was the political and economic cri
sis and the failure of the independent India’s policies. The t urmoil of 
these times are captured in the following words: 

The promises of independent India has by then proved to be largely un
fulfilled for large sections of our people. The policy of planned economic 
development resulted in heavy industrialisation and agricultural capi
talisation but led to a host of new contradictions. The tepid implementa
tion of land reforms has failed to solve the problem of rural inequality 
and the rural masses remained sunk in poverty. Urban poverty and un
employment were also serious problems, while increasing radicalisation 
provided the students and youth with a way for channelising their frus
tration and anger; the ruling part responded with increasing draconian 
laws and measures directed against any form of protest (Sen 1990: 4)

Scholars reflecting on the emergence of these new political ac
tors termed these – “NonParty Political Formations (NPPFs)” (Ko
thari 1989 cited in Shaji 2006), “grass roots initiatives” or “new 
change agents” (Sheth 1984 cited in Shaji 2006). These groups 
have one common conception, a deep scepticism towards elec
toral politics and a critique of the state’s developmental agenda. 

Shaji (2006), citing Kothari (1989), Sheth (1984) and Sethi 
(1984) have identified some common characteristics that unite 
NPPFs. NPPFs reflect the resurgence of the people asserting their 
democratic rights, challenging the established order outside the 
party political processes. Although these groups and movements 
were predominantly autonomous, they were also associated with 
radical and marginal political parties such as the Lal Nishan Party 
(LNP) and the Socialist Party. Their agitations were directed to
wards local problems, and though small, their impact on the pre
vailing discourse on poverty mitigation through public works was 
critical in reframing and enlarging the notion of public works. The 
NPPFs perceived poverty not only in terms of economic inequali
ties, but also as a consequence of the socialstructural locations of 
the poor; such as land relations and land reforms. Simultaneously, 
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they addressed questions regarding tribal and dalit identity be
cause they recognised that economic exploitation alone did not 
explain poverty (cited in Shaji 2006). 

The mass movements of the late 1960s and early 1970s in Maha
rashtra, in which women had played a prominent role were crucial in 
the growth of Indian women’s movement (Omvedt 1993; Gandhi and 
Shah 1992; Kumar 1993). The political and economic crisis of this 
period provided the context for the e mergence of mass movements 
challenging the authority of the state (Chari 2006). Using Maha
rashtra, as an example, I analyse here the emergence of feminist con
sciousness in three movements; the mobilisation by Maha rashtra 
Shet Mazdoor Parishad1 (henceforth Parishad) and the Shramik 
Sanghatana in the S hahada movement during the drought years and 
the growth and spread of antiprice rise movement. 

The economy of Maharashtra in the early 1970s was in chaos. 
The drought in the early 1970s shattered the state’s rural economy, 
affecting about 15 to 30 million people out of a population of 50 
million (Ladejinsky 1973, Omvedt 1975, Dreze et al 1999 cited in 
Chari 2006). Rural areas experienced the shortage of foodgrains, 
drinking water, fodder and employment opportunities which led to 
largescale migration to towns and cities. The persistence of 
drought for three years in succession forced all s ections of the soci
ety, including landlords holding more than 10 hectares of land, to 
demand employment in the relief sites (S ubramaniam 1975). The 
drought conditions, which included shrinking supply of foodgrains 
and rising costs of living, affected women adversely. Not only did 
women have to travel longer to find drinking water and fodder for 
themselves and their cattle, but also with increasing male migra
tion to cities and towns and to other villages (where there were re
lief sites), they had to find employment to support and sustain their 
families. This increased women’s responsibility and they migrated 
to relief sites in great numbers demanding work (later on this de
mand was instituted as Employment Guarantee Scheme). No won
der, scholars analysing the drought years have commented on the 
extensive number of women workers in these relief sites (Omvedt 
1975, Brahme and Upadhaya 1979, 2004, Dreze et al 1999). 

The Parishad mobilised workers to demand work in many dis
tricts of western Maharashtra region, Marathawada region and 
north Maharashtra region (Chari 2006). In the course of their strug
gle, the Parishad raised gender concerns of economic exploitation. 
Through a struggle for equal wages, access to services at relief work 
(such as drinking water, sanitation and crèches at the relief sites) 
and employment, the issues of gendered sexual division of labour 
were raised. Contemporary commentators such as Dreze et al (1999) 
and Omvedt (1977a, 1977b) have noticed how the reliefwork sites 
became the focus of a great deal of radical political activity of rural 
women who attended conferences, meetings, protests and demon
strations organised by the Parishad. It was these interventions that 
brought the “women’s question” to the fore (cited in Chari 2006). 

Shramik Sanghatana organised the tribals in Shahada taluka, 
Dhule district, at the drought relief sites. The movement related 
the drought to unequal land relations. They, therefore, demanded 
a comprehensive legislation on land reforms to counter drought. 
They also mobilised the tribals for access to forestland, wastelands 
and repossession of lost lands and believed that only a mass move
ment can liberate the tribals from the clutches of nontribal 

l andlords and moneylenders (Brahme and U padhaya 1979, 2004). 
Like the Parishad, the Shramik Sanghatana organised protests 
against the inferior conditions of work and differential wages for 
women and men (Sathe 1990). Sanghatana women activists or
ganised women’s conferences, meetings and informal group ses
sions to encourage women to speak about their problems and help 
them understand the underlying material issues affecting their ex
ploitation. Over time, the discussions restricted to the issues re
garding sexual division of labour expanded to domestic violence. 
The struggle moved from protesting against alcoholism to attacks 
on wifebeaters, thus questioning violence in the “private sphere”. 
In the course of this struggle, new demands were put forth for the 
prevention of sexual exploitation (Chari 2006). 

Whereas the Parishad addressed gender discrimination in the 
form of sexual division of labour at work sites, Shramik Sangha
tana not only did this, but also went a few steps forward. For the 
first time there was a comprehensive critique of the relationship 
between land relations, commercialisation and sexual exploitation. 
It protested against the nonimplementation of land reforms and 
also questioned the nature of capitalist commercialisation of agri
culture and linked it with sexual exploitation by exposing how 
landlords pushed tribals to further indebtedness by e ncouraging 
alcoholism, which in turn, led to domestic violence (Chari 2006).

As drought and famine affected rural India, urban areas faced 
conditions of high inflation. The AntiPrice Rise Movement in 
M aharashtra (1973) moulded public opinion against inflation, and 
thereby, raised the livelihood issues. It focused on the issues of 
r ising prices and demanded consumer protection and distribution 
of essential commodities by the government. This movement was 
led by a coalition of left and socialist parties to protest against infla
tion, and in particular, demanded accessibility of foodgrains, sugar, 
cooking oil and kerosene. The movement mobilised large numbers 
of women belonging to middle, lower class and working class, who 
were most severely affected by inflation. Thousands of women 
came out of households carrying rolling pins (latnis), plates and 
spoons to protest and gheroaed officials and politicians. During 
Emergency in 1975 many of its leaders were arrested and the 
m ovement slowly petered down (Gandhi 1990). 

Gujarat witnessed the mobilisation of the selfemployed women 
in the early 1970s. The trade union Self Employed Women’s Associa
tion (SEWA) demanded that the “selfemployed women be consid
ered as workers”. Another important issue was raised in the Nav 
Nirman movement and was influenced by Jay Prakash Narayan’s 
concept of total revolution. This related to the need for political and 
economic reform and a demand to limit state power and its hegem
ony. These movements critiqued the state’s failure to provide citizens 
an alternative way of life and thinking. 

Feminist consciousness and a critique of patriarchy emerged in 
these movements wherein both men and women participated. In 
these struggles women created a “space” for themselves, even 
though men were present as participants and as leaders in the 
movement. From the late 1970s onwards, separate women’s cells 
to address distinctive gender concerns have emerged in these mass 
movements. These mass movements played a critical role in the 
evolution of feminist consciousness. What was the nature of this 
feminist consciousness? Agarwal (1989, 1994) understands 
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f eminist consciousness to be linked with material concerns. The 
i ssues of gender discrimination and violence in the private sphere 
cannot be understood without assessing the economic conditions 
that structure women’s status. These movements challenged and 
broke the binaries of publicprivate and materialcultural. 

The government’s response to these struggles was the use of re
pressive tactics and the declaration of Emergency in 1975. Many 
radical movements disbanded and some other went underground 
(Kumar 1993, Sen 1990, Sen 2004). Others broke up and split. In the 
postEmergency phase women’ movement emerged in a completely 
new form with a feminist perspective of gendered citizenship. 

4 feminist Analysis of Citizenship rights

The new women’s movement emerged alongside the people’s 
s cience movement, campaigns for civil liberties and democratic 
rights (often dedicated to exposing the brutal repression of Nax
albari and other massbased movements), and like these were in 
the context of delegitimation of the state in the late 1970s. Indian 
women’s movement is highly diverse in terms of issues raised and 
the nature of groups and organisations that are a part of it. K umar 
(1999:368) sees the new women’s movement as “a complex, 
v ariously placed and fertile understanding”. An analysis of the 
movement would highlight how over time and space it has raised 
issues of how to define women’s freedom, what choices women 
can make and the nature of political intervention needed for 
r aising these gendered citizenship rights. 

The review of literature on Indian women’s movement high
lights five characteristics. First, the Indian women’s movement 
raises a diversity of issues. Kumar (1993) argues that it is the only 
movement that has linked up such issues as work, wages, organi
sation, environment, ecology, civil rights, sex, violence, represen
tation, caste, class, allocation of basic resources, consumer rights, 
methods of production, health, religion, community and individ
ual and social relationships. Second, there is diversity in the 
forms of organisations. Kalpagam (2000) states that there are 
multitudes of women’s groups and organisations covering a 
broad  political spectrum, from groups affiliated with leftist par
ties, the dominant centrist parties, as well as a vast number 
claiming to be autonomous that belong to the women’s move
ment. The movement includes formal organisations, informal 
groups, individuals, and issuebased coalitions of party, non
party, peasant, working class, student, civil liberties, democratic 
rights and social work groups/organisations (Sangari 2007). 

Third, the movement is characterised by a history of frictions, 
splits over issues, demands and analytic framework. Fourth, there is 
a close relation between the movement and feminist studies. Purka
yastha et al (2003: 513) see the women’s movement in India as a dia
logue and reflection among activists and activist scholars on move
ment issues, strategies and the need for articulating alternatives. 
Fifth, Indian women’s movement conceptualised new theorisations 
of patriarchies. There was a clear “recognition of gender relations as 
a political issue” and understanding of feminism as an analysis of 
gender discrimination located in multiple patriarchies (Sen 2004). 

Within the new women’s movement one could find two distinct 
groups adhering different perspectives regarding gender discrimi
nation; autonomous women’s groups and leftoriented women’s 

groups. To Omvedt (1977a, 1977b, 1993), Gandhi and Shah (1992) 
and Kumar (1993), the distinctive characteristics of the women’s 
movement in the late 1970s was that it was led by, for and of 
women, and that its organisation was autonomous of established 
party and mass movements. The urban educated middle classes 
established these organisations. Though they were different from 
each other in terms of their ideological stance, they were bound 
together by a common set of ideas – that of feminism. Purkayastha 
et al (2003) states that autonomy was an attempt by women to 
organise themselves, outside party and left movement politics, to 
address women’s issues without sub ordination to other issues and 
organisations. Desai and Patel (1985) define: 

autonomy in terms of independent existence from a political party, govern
ment umbrella or outside any form of political ageis, but at the same time, 
not depoliticising women’s question. The members of these organisations 
are not apolitical. The leadership of present women’s movement is in the 
hands of young, dedicated, courageous, theoretically oriented educated 
middle class women, some of them have opted out of massbased organi
sations because their experience showed that though such organisations 
were sensitive to the problems of the poor, denounced casteism and com
munalism, talked of fighting oppression of women were perpetuating pa
triarchal norms and forms in both the political and the personal sphere.

The leftoriented women’s movement reinterpreting Marxist 
feminism focused on the relations of exploitation rather than rela
tions of production. Purkayastha et al (2003) draws on Omvedt 
(1993) to state the defining features of leftoriented women’s 
movement. The movement redefines exploitation to include i ssues 
of caste, gender, rural livelihoods and the environment. It ques
tions development based on industrial and capitalist modes of ex
pansion and provides communitybased alternatives based on 
equality and justice. In conceptualising these alternatives r ural 
women were at the forefront, where issues of casteism gender, 
ecology and rural livelihoods through their focus on stree-shakti, 
that is, women’s power rather than on women’s oppression 
(Omvedt 1993, cited in Purkayastha et al 2003: 51314). 

New women’s movement can be broadly divided into two 
phases; the first, the period from late 1970s to late 1980s, and 
second, the period from late 1980s onwards. The first phase is 
important in defining the course of the new women’s movement, 
and the second phase is important as neoliberal policies have 
placed new challenges before the movement. 

In the first phase, violence against women was the main issue ad
dressed by the women’s movement. Most of the feminist literature 
in India defines violence against women as any form of coercion, 
power, or control perpetuated against women by her intimate part
ner or his extended kin and includes physical, sexual, verbal and 
mental abuse. In its broadest sense, the definition of violence against 
women in India also includes the topics such as sexselective feti
cide, female infanticide and discrimination against women (Bhatt 
1995; Jaising 1995; Kelkar 1992 cited in Purkayastha et al 2003). 

Within the autonomous women’s movement, the issues raised 
by the feminists centred on the violence against women such as of 
domestic violence, crime against women, sexual harassment, rape, 
dowry deaths, wife battering, reproductive health issues such as 
feticide and invasive technologies and harmful contraceptives. 
Through campaigns on these issues, the Indian women’s move
ment exposed patriarchal values that legitimised chastity and 
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s exual “purity”, which related women’s honour and body to social 
identity and “stigma” of being dishonoured as a woman. The 
household was opened up to show it as a unit of exploitation and 
control of women’s freedom and choice. In theorising these issues, 
the feminist movement was able to conceptualise the manner in 
which patriarchies operated in Indian society in order to control 
women (Sangari 2007; Kalpagam 2000; Purkayastha et al 2003).

As mentioned earlier, the new women’s movement built cam
paigns on various dimensions of violence against women. Two im
portant campaigns were the campaign against rape (Mathura and 
Rameeza Bee Rape Case) and the campaign against dowry deaths. 
The two campaigns are important to understand how the women’s 
movement raised gendered citizenship rights by theorising on vio
lence at the public and private sphere. They illustrate the strategy of 
negotiation with the state for gendered rights. The campaigns theo
rised patriarchy as operating at multiple levels, including caste, class 
and ethnicity and thus conceptualising “multiple patriarchies”. 

Feminists theorised on rape by arguing that “rape” is not just a 
criminal offence, but as one that reflects power relations within 
society. Women who are raped represent the honour and identity 
of the family, kin, ethnic, class and caste group. It is the brutal ex
pressions of masculine violence (Kumar 1993). The movement 
started off with the Mathura Rape Case in 1979. Policemen raped 
Mathura when she was in custody and the perpetuators were let 
off by the court on the grounds that she had a boyfriend and thus 
was of “loose character”. Feminists raised questions relating to 
custodial rape, the notion of consent, the use of past sexual experi
ence as testimony and lengthy court trials. Though the Mathura 
rape case gave the movement its defining moment, these ques
tions were also earlier raised in the case of Rameeza Bee who was 
raped by several policemen in Hyderabad in 1978. 

The Mathura rape case became the symbol of mobilising against 
sexual oppression of women particularly from lower/class groups 
who became victims of custodial rape, gang rape, and sexual har
assment during caste and communal conflicts. In India, the cate
gorisation of rape itself reflects a complexity unlike in the west, 
where rape is mostly related to “date rape”. In India there,

is a category of ‘landlord rape’, the landlord’s exercise of the droit du 
seigneur to rape ‘his’ women wage slaves or the wives of his male wage 
slaves. There is the category of ‘rape by those in authority’, comprising 
the exercise of power within the workplace to rape women employees 
or juniors; the category of ‘caste rape’ in which caste hierarchy is exer
cised to rape lowercaste or outcaste (tribal) women; as well as class 
rape, police rape and army rape (Kumar 1993:128). 

Pressured by the sustained campaign on rape, the Law Com
mission took note of the demands of the women’s organisations and 
activists and made amendments to the substantive law and also the 
procedure and evidence part of it. Sharma (1992: 14) states that,

In 1983 the Criminal Law Amendment Act was passed which makes re
vealing the identity of rape victim an offence (which women’s groups feel 
makes the task of organising campaigns difficult). For the first time the 
amended Act included ‘custodial rape’ (rape by superidentents of remand 
homes, hospitals, prisons and of women in police custody) as a new cate
gory of offence where the burden of proof lies with the man accused. 

The other issue that became important was the case of dowry 
deaths. This form of violence is specific to India. Patrilocal 
r esidence and patriarchal family structures place the wife at the 

bottom in s tatus. The kinship group has control over her behav
iour, mobility and resources. In the case of dowry deaths, the 
motherinlaw and the husband’s siblings have been found 
c ulpable in many cases. In the campaign against dowry deaths, 
feminists interrogated the nature of the “private sphere” and chal
lenged the received binary of publicprivate. The campaign 
f ocused on violence in the form of murder and abetment of suicide 
inflicted on women to obtain dowries. Feminists joined forces with 
neighbourhood groups, trade u nions and teacher’s associations to 
strengthen the campaign against dowry. Feminist groups i nnovated 
new approaches to enhance public awareness of the dowry 
p roblem, such as street plays and pledge taking ceremonies 
against practice of dowry. The campaign demanded an amend
ment in the Dowry (Prohibition) Act 1961:

The 1983 Criminal Law (Amendment) Act made some crucial amend
ments in the Indian Penal Code of the criminal procedure and the I ndian 
Evidence Act making cruelty (both mental and physical) and abetment 
to suicide by the husband and his relatives, punishable with imprison
ment up to three years with fine. In the case of an unnatural death of a 
woman within seven years of marriage, the Act provides for an enquiry 
by a police officer’….but despite amendments there has hardly been any 
convictions (with few exceptions) in cases of dowry deaths for want of 
conclusive evidence (Sharma 1992). 

 The campaign on dowry was an eyeopener at two levels. One, 
feminists discovered that they could get massive public support for 
campaigns against certain kind of crimes against women. Two, 
feminists realised that they cannot limit themselves to changing 
laws (Kumar 1993: 68). Introspection on the movements’ suc
cesses and failures led to the establishment of women’s centres of 
two kinds. One kind of centre provided a mixture of legal aid, 
healthcare and counselling. In these centres individual cases of 
l egal and health problems were dealt with. Women’s groups con
centrated on providing services to individual women based on a 
feminist perspective of realisation of women’s rights. What made 
it distinct from earlier women’s centres was its feminist approach 
to issues. These centres used the notion of “gendered rights” to 
challenge the “welfaristic” approach of earlier women’s groups.

The other kind of centres refer to the women’s studies research 
centres where the feminist theorisation on a range of themes like 
health, which addressed malnutrition and low immunity to dis
eases, reproductive health, occupational health problems, sexually 
related diseases, sexuality, violence, livelihood and political rights. 
The theorisation on “health and sexuality” by these centres were 
important in the sense that it perceived women’s health beyond 
“maternal health” and linked it up with reproductive health. 
S pecifically, this kind of feminist approach was important in the 
context of an overemphasis by the state on linking women’s health 
to family planning. There was thus an interface of the I ndian 
women’s movement and women’s studies. In these centres dis
courses relating to “know your body”, the rights over one’s body, 
the notions of shame and stigma associated with the f emale body 
were discussed (Viswanath et al 1997). 

It is through such varied interventions that recognised the spe
cificity of caste, class and ethnicity that Indian women’s movement 
theorised on “multiple patriarchies”. Gendered citizenship de
mands a conceptualisation of rights within the context of n ego
tiation and contestation with the state. The campaigns d iscussed 
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above highlight how the Indian women’s movement has raised 
d ifferent citizenship rights thereby challenging the publicprivate 
binary. In this phase of women’s movement new theorisation on 
violence against women was conceptualised. 

The leftoriented women’s groups were not only part of the 
campaigns on violence against women, they were also involved in 
mobilising women in developmental work. Leftoriented women’s 
organisations like Stree Mukti Sangharsh in Maharashtra mobi
lised women around wage employment programme like Employ
ment Guarantee Scheme (EGS) in early 1980s in droughtprone 
areas of Sangli district. The campaign f ocused on widowed, un
married, deserted and divorced women. It spoke of how being 
s ingle in a society that placed a premium on marriage disadvan
taged women. The campaign highlighted the social and economic 
distress of these women and worked for their rights to landowner
ship, ration cards, employment, social security, and most impor
tant, acceptance for them as single women with a right to live, a 
life of dignity, free from social stigma and with financial and social 
security (Datar 1993). 

From the mid1980s onwards, there were discussions regarding 
the organisational forms that the Indian women’s movement 
adapted. Women’s organisational forms reflected the voluntary 
Gandhian approach or the perspective of the autonomous wom
en’s movement or a leftoriented approach. 

4.1 strategies to Articulate Gendered Citizenship

A core element in the concept of gendered citizenship refers to the 
strategy of negotiation and contestation. As mentioned in the in
troduction, Kymlicka and Wayne (1994) define citizenship in rela
tion to the relationship between the “citizens” and the state. In the 
process of negotiation the role of the state is very important. Faulks 
(2000) argues that the modern notions of citizenship are inti
mately tied to the development of liberal state. People as “actors” 
confront, negotiate and contest with the state to demand for their 
rights as citizens. The nature and extent of citizenship closely re
flects the kind of state that one negotiates with. Faulks (2005), cit
ing Giddens (1985) argues that the history of modern citizenship 
can be in part understood as a series of bargains and tradeoffs, 
whereby elites seek to maintain their power through managing the 
effects of social change and containing the d emands of social move
ments through concessions in the form of rights.

Faulks (2005) focuses on four factors to explain the nature of 
citizenship rights. First, the struggles of social movements to ex
tend citizenship rights. These have included women, movements 
by classes, ethnic minorities, disabled, sexual minorities. Second, 
the nature of ideology. For example, in states where socialism has 
been influential such as Germany, Sweden, Britain, social rights 
in the form of publicly funded services have been more extensive 
than in countries such as the US, where socialism has been of 
minimal influence. Third, the economic factors remain crucial to 
understanding citizenship. The constraints of the market econ
omy have limited the nature of citizenship. Fourth is the nature 
of the liberal state. This is essential to the understanding of citi
zenship in contemporary society. The nature of citizenship rights 
is framed within the structures of the ideology of state, the econ
omy and the intervention by social movements. 

For feminists, citizenship provides a valuable framework 
within which the struggle for women’s rights can be located. In 
order to negotiate and struggle with the state to demand for their 
rights, it is necessary to theorise on the nature of the state. In the 
Indian context, the state plays an important role in structuring 
women’s access to material and cultural resources. Therefore, in 
order to articulate gendered citizenship women’s movements 
have to negotiate and confront with the state. 

In this context, theorisations of Agarwal (1994) and Lister 
(1997a) prove to be very valuable. They argue that feminist analy
sis necessitates a shift from the construction of the state as an in
herently oppressive capitalist patriarchal monolith. It is recognised 
that feminists have to engage with the capitalist patriarchal state 
to extend and defend women’s citizenship rights. The state can 
thus be understood, not as a monolith, but as a site of struggle and 
of the expression of different social interests. Specifically, Agarwal 
(1994: 7780, 499) argues that the analysis of the g endered n ature 
of state has often highlighted its dual contradicting nature. Thus 
while on the one hand, the state has powers to enact laws and 
formulate policies and programmes to alleviate discrimination, on 
the other, it can also use its resources and coercive apparatus to 
reinforce existing gender retrogressive biases within the family 
and society. Thus gendered relationship with the state is conceptu
alised in terms of cooperative conflict and contestation. This I 
a rgue is reflected in the strategies adopted by the women’s 
m ovements, while articulating its demands to the state. Regarding 
the strategies adopted by the feminists, Roy (2005) has an impor
tant argument. She argues that there are differences within 
f eminist politics regarding their relationship with the state. These 
dif ferences are based on diverse views on politics and political 
c om munity, which makes feminists to adapt different routes to 
overcome women’s exclusion from the political community (Roy 
2005: 2829). 

In analysing the various routes, Rai (2002) by using Marshal’s 
(1950) classification of citizenship rights, argues that there are 
broadly three stages of citizenship rights which are associated 
with three generations of human rights. It includes rights of indi
viduals, such as those of life and liberty, right to political participa
tion and right to social and economic security. Rai (2002), draw
ing upon the works of scholars such as Peterson and Parisi, (1998) 
and AlAli (2000) argues that women’s movements have reflected 
this unfolding nature of citizenship: from the early 20th century 
demands for universal political rights, to the current insistence 
upon mainstreaming a gendered perspective in political institu
tions and economic policymaking; from the debates on the impor
tance of entitlements to citizenship, which include socioeconomic 
justice, to a discursive shift from natural citizenship rights to a 
d emand for universal human rights and conception of global citi
zenship. Feminists have often used citizenship rights in struggles 
to secure greater standing within the nation (Narayan 1997 cited 
in Rai 2000).

Thus “citizenship” according to Lister (1997b: 2224) provides 
an invaluable strategic theoretical concept for the analysis of 
women’s subordination and a potentially powerful political 
weapon in the struggles against it. Additionally, it is used as a 
strategic concept in the process of contestation and negotiation 
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with the state. Lister (1997b) has conceptualised the process in 
the following words: 

Within the feminist political discourse it is accepted that the citizen
ship rights, which enable people to act as agents and to express that 
agency in the arena of citizenship are not fixed. They remain the ob
ject of political struggles, to defend, reinterpret and extend them. Who 
is involved in those struggles, where they are placed in the political 
hierarchy and the political power and influence they can yield will 
help to determine the outcomes. A feminist theory of citizenship thus 
has to be knitted into a feminist praxis (Lister 1997: 23).

Feminist politics thus has to be understood as a discourse that 
emphasises on “theory” as emerging from political practice and 
engagement with the “issues at stake”, that is building the “ theory 
of practice” rather than the other way round (Sen 1990, Gandhi 
and Shah 1992, Kumar 1993). This can be seen in the way that the 
Indian women’s movement has theorised multiple patriarchies in 
operation due to multiple levels of oppression based on structures 
of class, caste and ethnicity. In the following p aragraphs, I am go
ing to discuss the strategies used by the Indian women’s move
ment to negotiate and contest with the state to raise gendered citi
zenship rights for women. 

Analysis of the campaigns of the Indian women’s movement 
r eveals that two strategies were very important for it, conscious
ness raising and engaging with law. As discussed in this chapter, 
consciousness raising was an important strategy within the 
a utonomous women’s movement. These functioned as a “group 
for women, by women and of women”. The idea was to discuss, 
brainstorm, engage with ideas, build campaigns for awareness 
raising, share feelings, anger, frustration, joy as a way to theorise 
on gender issues and build solidarity among themselves. Sangari 
(2007: 51) argues that over the years consciousness raising has 
lost its political edge. The assumption, that exposure on the plight 
of women regarding violence, health indicators, economic rights 
would in due course lead to social transformation, is now being 
questioned. She argues that cooption of the language of emanci
pation such as “empowerment” by the state agencies, international 
donors, and policymakers has generalised, bureaucratised the lan
guage. This could have led to the consciousness raising as a strat
egy of losing its political affectivity. 

With regard to the strategy of using law as a means of redress 
it functioned not only as “demanding for rights”, but also the 
duty, responsibility and the accountability of the state itself for 
the I ndian women’s movement (Sangari 2007). In the campaigns 
against rape, dowry and sati the primary target of women’s 
movement’s demands was the state. There was a recognition that 
the state had failed in its “duty” and that it was necessary to 
d emand redress from it. In the postEmergency women’s 

m ovement, phase two issues had become clear. The first was that 
women were victims of violence and the second that the state is 
accountable for the violence perpetuated on women. This per
spective was reflected in all women’s groups irrespective of ideo
logical difference. Thus whether they were partyaffiliated 
groups or autonomous groups, for both it is the state that has to 
be addressed for redressal of demands. This mode was important 
as it allowed women to be citizens; for “in addressing the state, 
women’s groups were making an important assertion that of 
women’s rights as citizens” (Butalia 2002: 21924). Law became a 
significant strategy for negotiating with the state. 

Many feminists questioned the efficacy of basing campaigns 
around demands for changes in the law, and by extension, 
around demands for action from the state. Sunder Rajan (2003: 
32) a rgues that feminists understood the limitations of progres
sive laws in the books, when not backed up by implementation 
or by the judgments of an enlightened judiciary. Additionally, 
Sunder Rajan (2003: 32) argues that “it is the conspicuous suc
cess of the women’s movement in the field of legal reform that 
has led to the doubts about its efficacy as strategy”. For as Flavia 
Agnes states, 

If oppression could be tackled by passing laws, then the decade of the 
1980s would be adjudged a golden period for Indian women, when pro
tective laws were offered on a platter. Almost every single campaign 
against violence on women resulted in new legislation. The successive 
enactments would seem to provide a positive picture of achievement. 
[But] the crime statistics reveal a different story….The deterrent value 
of the enactment was apparently nil. Some of the e nactments in effect 
remained only on paper. Why were the laws i neffective in tackling the 
problem? (Agnes 1997:521, cited in Sunder Rajan 2003: 32). 

Along with the strategies as mentioned above, articulation of 
gendered citizenship rights also depends on the issue “who rep
resents who”. Here the issue is structured in terms of gender and 
caste and gender and class. Which is the defining factor “gender” 
or the caste and class? In many women’s organisations, leader
ship is drawn from the middle class/upper caste/urban regions. 
Can they articulate the concerns of poor, working class dalit 
women that they represent? Can women leadership by itself make 
the organisations gender sensitive? 

The strategy of some women’s groups has been to intervene 
within the discourse of “women as agents of development”. The 
importance of this discourse is more in the contemporary era of 
economic liberalisation and structural adjustment. Within a n eo
liberal state, poverty alleviation programmes generally focus on 
individualbased solutions. The prime example in this regard is 
the microcredit programmes. 

Note

1  The Parishad, a rural trade union organisation 
was established in 1971 in Ahmednagar district. 
It was affiliated to the Lal Nishan Party, an inde
pendent left party not having links with any es
tablished contemporary communist parties. Its 
constituency was among industrial workers in 
urban areas. Through the formation of the 
Parishad, the Lal Nishan Party wished to build up 
a class alliance between the urban workers and 
the rural workforce.
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